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Abstract In this paper we describe a database of static images of human faces. Images
were taken in uncontrolled indoor environment using five video surveillance cameras of
various qualities. Database contains 4,160 static images (in visible and infrared spectrum)
of 130 subjects. Images from different quality cameras should mimic real-world conditions
and enable robust face recognition algorithms testing, emphasizing different law
enforcement and surveillance use case scenarios. In addition to database description, this
paper also elaborates on possible uses of the database and proposes a testing protocol. A
baseline Principal Component Analysis (PCA) face recognition algorithm was tested
following the proposed protocol. Other researchers can use these test results as a control
algorithm performance score when testing their own algorithms on this dataset. Database is
available to research community through the procedure described at www.scface.org.
Keywords Video surveillance cameras . Face database . Face recognition

1 Introduction
Interest in face recognition, as a combination of pattern recognition and image analysis is
still growing. Many papers are written and many real-world systems are being developed
and distributed [1, 12, 19, 22]. As a non-invasive biometric method, face recognition is
attractive for national security purposes as well as for smaller scale surveillance systems.
However, in order to be able to claim that any face recognition system is efficient, robust
and reliable, it must undergo rigorous testing and verification, preferably on real-world
datasets. In spite of many face databases currently available to researchers [7–9, 15 www.
face-rec.org/databases], we feel they lack the real-world settings part. Images in other
currently available databases are usually taken by the same camera e.g. Video database of
moving faces and people [14], CMU PIE [18], FERET [16, 17] and are not taken using
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proper, commercially available, surveillance equipment (e.g. some multimodal databases
that include sets for voice recognition—BANCA [3], XM2VTSDB [13]).
Images in those databases are mainly taken under strictly controlled conditions of lighting,
pose, etc., and are of high resolution (high quality capturing equipment is used). Although some
of the most frequently used databases have a standardized protocol (in order to assure
reproducibility of results) all this is still far from real-world conditions. For real-world
applications, algorithms should operate and be robust on data captured from video cameras (of
various qualities) on a public place. Illumination should be uncontrolled (i.e. coming from a
natural source) with varying direction and strength. Head pose should be as natural as possible.
All this mimics a really complex imaging environment, such as is expected when building an
airport security system or any other national security system. The obvious lack of such image
sets is the main reason for a low number of studies on face recognition in such naturalistic
conditions, resulting in very high recognition rates suggesting that face recognition is almost a
solved problem. This was the main motivation for collecting our database. Our database mimics
the real-world conditions as close as possible and we think that using our database in
experiments will show that real-world indoor face recognition by using standard video
surveillance equipment is far from being a solved problem.
The problem specifically addressed with our database is the law enforcement person
identification from low quality surveillance images or any other identification scenario
where the subject’s cooperation is not expected. Recognizing how important this topic is,
researchers are performing more and more experiments using CCTV (Closed Circuit
Television) images, exploring performance of both humans [10] and computers [4]. Since
up to now there were no publicly available CCTV face images databases, researchers were
forced to perform the experiments using their images they captured themselves, which in
turn often results in having a low number of subjects and results which have questionable
statistical significance. We feel that our SCface database will successfully fill this gap.
For this purpose, we collected images from 130 subjects. The database consists of 4,160
images in total, taken in uncontrolled lighting (infrared night vision images taken in dark)
with five different quality surveillance video cameras. Two cameras were able to operate in
infrared (IR) night vision mode so we recorded that IR output as well (we will address these
images as IR images; for cameras details please see the Appendix). Subjects’ images were
taken at three distinct distances from the cameras with the outdoor (sun) light as the only
source of illumination. All images were collected over a 5 days period.
This database was collected mainly having identification rather then verification in mind,
with the additional motive being the fact that identification is a more demanding
recognition problem with its one-to-many comparisons. The proposed protocol and initial
testing with PCA [20] will also be along these lines of thought. Reported results will
accordingly show rank 1 recognition percentages, but Cumulative Match Score (CMS)
curves [16] will be omitted, since such a detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.
Here is a short summary of what makes this dataset interesting to face recognition
research community:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Different quality and resolution cameras were used;
Images were taken under uncontrolled illumination conditions;
Images were taken from various distances;
Head pose in surveillance images is typical for a commercial surveillance system, i.e.
the camera is placed slightly above the subject’s head, making the recognition even
more demanding; Besides, during the surveillance camera recordings the individuals
were not looking to a fixed point;
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v)

Database contains nine different poses images suitable for head pose modeling and/or
estimation;
vi) Database contains images of 130 subjects, enough to eliminate performance results
obtained by pure coincidence (chances of recognition by pure coincidence is less than
1/130 ≈ 0.8%);
vii) Both identification and verification scenarios are possible, but the main idea is for it to
be used in difficult real-world identification experiments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a detailed database
description including the acquisition, naming conventions, database forming stage, image
sets details and database demographics; Section 3 discusses potential uses of the database;
Section 4 proposes evaluation protocols and results presentation; Section 5 describes an ad
hoc baseline PCA test on this database in extremely difficult experimental setup where a
separate database is used for training; Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Database description
Our database was designed mainly as a means of testing face recognition algorithms in realworld conditions. In such a setup, one can easily imagine a scenario where an individual
should be recognized comparing one frontal mug shot image to a low quality video
surveillance still image. In order to achieve a realistic setup we decided to use commercially
available surveillance cameras of varying quality (see Appendix for details). Since two of
our surveillance cameras record both visible spectrum and IR night vision images, we
decided to include IR imagery in the database as well.
2.1 Image acquisition: equipment setup and imaging procedure
Capturing face images took place in Video Communications Laboratory at the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb, Croatia [11]. Capture
equipment included: six surveillance cameras, professional digital video surveillance
recorder, professional high-quality photo camera and a computer. For mug shot image
acquisition we used a high-quality photo camera. For surveillance camera image acquisition
we used five different (commercially available) models of surveillance cameras (see
Appendix for details) and for IR mug shots a separate surveillance camera was used. Five
surveillance cameras were installed in one room at the height of 2.25 m and positioned as
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The only source of illumination was the outdoor light, which
came through a window on one side. Two out of five surveillance cameras were able to
record in IR night vision mode as well. The sixth camera was installed in a separate,
darkened room for capturing IR mug shots. It was installed at a fixed position and focused
on a chair on which participants were sitting during IR mug shot capturing. The IR part of
the database is important since there are research efforts in this direction, e.g. [12] and [5],
yet no available database provides such images.
The high-quality photo camera for capturing visible light mug shots was installed the
same way as the infrared camera but in a separate room with the standard indoor lighting
and it was equipped with adequate flash. Mug shot imaging conditions are exactly the same
as would be expected for any law enforcement or national security use (passport images or
any other personal identification document). All six cameras (five surveillance and one IR
mug shot) were connected to a professional digital video surveillance recorder, which was
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Fig. 1 Cameras set up

recording all six video streams simultaneously all the time on internal hard disk. For storage
of images and for controlling surveillance cameras we used Digital Sprite 2 recorder with
adequate software (DM Multi Site Viewer) provided from manufacturer for connecting and
controlling over personal computer. Settings recommended by the vendor were used for
capturing images on Digital Sprite 2, because those settings represent most commonly used
parameters set up in real life surveillance systems (see Appendix for details).
The surveillance cameras are named cam1, cam2, cam3, cam4 and cam5. Cam1 and
cam5 are also able to work in IR night vision mode. We decided to name the images taken
by them in the IR night vision mode as cam6 (actually cam1 in night vision mode) and
cam7 (actually cam5 in night vision mode). Camera for taking IR mug shots was named
cam8. All cameras (surveillance and photo) were installed and fixed to same positions and
were not moved during the whole capturing process.
The capturing was conducted over a 5 days period. All participants in this project have
passed through the following procedure. First they had to walk in front of the surveillance
cameras in the dark and after that they had to do the same in uncontrolled indoor lighting.
Fig. 2 Cameras positions
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cam4
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During their walk in front of the cameras they had to stop at three previously marked
positions (Fig. 3). This way 21 images per subject were taken (cam1–7 at distances of 4.20,
2.60 and 1.00 m).
After that, participants were photographed with digital photographer’s camera at close
range in controlled conditions (standard indoor lighting, adequate use of flash to avoid
shades, high resolution of images). This set of images provides nine discrete views of each
face, ranging from left to right profile in equal steps of 22.5 degrees. To assure comparable
views for each subject, numbered markers were used as fixation points. As a final result,
there are nine images per subject with views from −90 to +90 degrees including another
mug shot at 0 degrees (see Fig. 4).
In the end, subjects went into the dark room where high quality IR night vision
surveillance camera was installed for capturing IR mug shots at close range. In overall that
gives 32 images per subject in the database.
2.2 Naming conventions and final database forming
After the capturing procedure we had to extract only the subjects’ faces from the gathered
images. Firstly, all captured images were transferred from Digital Sprite 2 recorder on a PC
hard drive and were named in the following manner:

&
&
&
&

Surveillance cameras (cam1–7): subjectID_camNum_distanceLabel.jpg
IR frontal mug shot: subjectID_cam8.jpg
Visible light mug shot: subjectID_frontal.jpg
Different pose images: subjectID_angleLabel.jpg

This way every image in the database gained a unique name carrying information both
about a subject’s unique ordinal and at what distance and imaging conditions is the image
taken. Distance labels 1, 2 and 3 represent distances of 4.20, 2.60 and 1.00 m, respectively

2.25 m

distance 3
distance 2
distance 1

4.20 m

Fig. 3 Surveillance cameras capturing distances

2.60 m

1.00 m
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Fig. 4 Example of different pose images

(Fig. 3). As an example, the filename 001_cam1_1.jpg means that this image shows subject
001 captured with surveillance camera 1 at a distance of 4.20 m. The whole surveillance
image set (including two mug shots) for one subject is presented in Fig. 5. A textual
database with coordinates of eyes, tip of the nose and center of the mouth is created
(Fig. 6), containing the details for all images in the database (except for different pose
images). This textual database was created using software developed in JAVA (especially
for this project) at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of
Zagreb, Croatia. The software presents an image to the operator who then clicks on the
eyes’ center point and the software records the coordinates.

001_cam1_1

001_cam1_2

001_cam1_3

001_cam2_1

001_cam2_2

001_cam2_3

001_frontal

001_cam3_1

001_cam3_2

001_cam3_3

001_cam4_1

001_cam4_2

001_cam4_3
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001_cam5_3

001_cam6_1

001_cam6_2
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001_cam7_1

001_cam7_2
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Fig. 5 Example of one image set for one subject
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Fig. 6 Coordinates of the centers of the eyes, tip of the nose and mouth, and its corresponding textual
database entries

2.3 Image sets details
2.3.1 Frontal facial mug shots
Facial mug shots are high quality static color images, taken in controlled indoor
illumination conditions environment using Canon EOS 10D digital camera. There is
one mug shot per subject and those images are labeled with the suffix frontal (e.g.
001_frontal.jpg). Images are in lossless 24 bit color JPEG format with the original size of
3,072×2,048 pixels, cropped to 1,600×1,200 pixels. Cropping was done following the
ANSI 385-2004 standard [2] recommendation so that the face occupies approximately
80% of the image. Exact positions of eye centers, tip of the nose and the center of the
mouth are manually extracted and stored in a textual file (this was also done for all
images in the database except for the different pose set). These mug shot images are what
you would expect to find in a law enforcement database or when registering to a security
system. There are in total 130 frontal facial mug shot images in the database, one per
subject.
2.3.2 Surveillance cameras images (visible light)
Cameras 1–5 are visible light cameras and all images with camNum labels cam1–5
represent images taken with surveillance cameras of different qualities. There are three
images per subject for each camera, taken at three discrete distances (4.20, 2.60 and
1.00 m). This gives total of 15 images per subject in this set (1950 in total). This set was
designed to test the face recognition algorithms in real-world surveillance setup (we again
emphasize that we used commercially available cameras of both low and high quality). As
can be seen from the Fig. 5, the images differ substantially in quality and resolution. The
original images saved from Digital Sprite 2 recorder to PC hard drive all have the same
dimensions (680×556 pixels, 96 dpi and 24 bit color). They have been cropped in order to
remove as much background as possible. Due to different distances at which the images
were taken, new (cropped) images are not all the same size. Cropped images have the
following resolutions: 100×75 pixels for distance 1, 144×108 for distance 2 and 224×168
for distance 3. All the coordinates mentioned previously were labeled and stored in a
textual database for this set of images as well.
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2.3.3 IR night vision mug shots
IR night vision mug shots were taken in a separate dark room with a resolution of 426×320
pixels, grayscale. There is one image per subject in this set, yielding a total of 130 of those
images in the database.
2.3.4 Surveillance cameras images (IR night vision)
IR night vision surveillance cameras images are completely the same as visible light
surveillance images in section 2.3.2 regarding the resolution but are in grayscale. IR
surveillance images are labeled as cam6 and cam7, again at three discrete distances. There
are six IR night vision surveillance images per subject, thus 780 of them in total.
2.3.5 Different pose images
This set of images was taken with the same high quality photo camera as frontal facial mug
shots and under the same conditions. Subjects’ pose ranges from −90 (left profile) to +90
degrees (right profile) in nine discrete steps of 22.5 degrees. Image size is 3,072×2,048
pixels and frontal mug shot images of the same size are included for the sake of
completeness. There are nine images per subject in this set, which gives 1,170 images in
total. The correlation between the angle label in the file name and the actual head pose is
given in the Appendix.
2.4 Database demographics
The participants in this project were students, professors or employees at the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb, Croatia. From total of 130
volunteers, 114 were males and 16 females. All participants were Caucasians, between the
ages of 20 and 75. The age distribution is displayed in Fig. 7. Besides, the textual file
containing each subjects date and year of birth will be distributed with the database. This

Fig. 7 Database subjects’ age
distribution
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also makes our SCface database unique, because subjects’ birthdays are not available in any
other database (www.face-rec.org/databases). Moreover, the textual file will contain the
following additional information: gender, beard, moustache, glasses.

3 Potential uses of the database
The first and the most important potential use of this database is to test the face recognition
algorithm’s robustness in a real-world surveillance scenario. In such a setup a face
recognition system should recognize a person by comparing an image captured by a
surveillance camera to the image stored in a database. If we postulate a law enforcement use
as the most potential scenario, this database image, to which the surveillance image is
compared to, is a high quality full frontal facial mug shot. We would specifically like to
encourage researchers to explore more deeply the small sample size problem (more
dimensions than examples). Having one frontal mug shot per subject in our database
addresses this issue adequately.
Our surveillance cameras were of various quality and resolution (see Appendix) and this
issue is the strong point of this database. It remains to be seen how will face recognition
algorithms perform in such difficult conditions and how does the quality of capturing
equipment and subject’s distance from camera influence the results. There is also a potential
to test various image preprocessing algorithms (enhancing image quality by filtering
techniques), as some of these surveillance images are of extremely low quality and
resolution.
By including different pose images of subjects, we made it possible to use this database
in face modeling and 3D face recognition.
Other potential uses of this database include but are not restricted to: evaluation of head
pose estimation algorithms, evaluation of face recognition algorithms’ robustness to
different poses, evaluation of natural illumination normalization algorithms, indoor face
recognition (in uncontrolled environment), low resolution images influence, etc.

4 Proposed evaluation protocol
4.1 DayTime tests
This should be a straightforward test comparing the mug shot image (visible light, i.e.
subjectID_frontal.jpg images) to cam1–5 images. Frontal mug shots represent the gallery of
known images and cam1–5 images and three distances are probe sets (the main idea is
similar to FRVT tests as in [16]). This scenario gives 15 possible different probe sets,
varying both in distances from camera and in camera qualities. Comparing the probe image
to one gallery image is the most logical real-world (law enforcement) scenario.
4.2 NightTime tests
NightTime tests have two possible galleries that can be used. Cam6-7 images (IR night
vision) can be compared to mug shot images (visible light, i.e. subjectID_frontal.jpg
images) or they can be compared to cam8 (IR night vision mug shot) images. This scenario
gives two galleries and six possible different probe sets, again varying both in distances
from camera and in camera qualities.
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4.3 Performance metrics
Rank 1 results and Cumulative Match Score (CMS) curves are the usual way to report
results in identification scenario (for details see [16]), while ROI plots are the usual way of
reporting results in verification scenario. Besides, we suggest the use of some form of
statistical significance test like McNemar’s hypothesis test [6, 21]. Error bars and standard
deviations of performance results are also something that would help establish the true
robustness and performance improvement of any algorithm. Control algorithm performance
scores must accompany performance results of novel algorithms. This control algorithm
should be something that is easily implemented and readily available to all, like PCA or
correlation. An initial baseline PCA tests will be provided here, but the researchers are
encouraged to expand and improve them to make solid grounds for control algorithms
comparisons in the future.
4.4 Training scenario suggestion
In order for any tests to be close to expected real-world (law enforcement) applications and for
the results to be meaningful, we strongly suggest the use of a separate set of face images for
training, especially in the identification scenario. In other words, any experiment should be
designed so that images used in algorithm training stage have no overlap with the query images
(gallery and probe). We believe that this is the only way to make fair comparisons and to present
fair performance results. Other databases (like FERET or CMU PIE) can be used for training,
similar to the setup from [4]. All algorithms will probably experience a serious performance
drop with this experimental setup, but it will actually show their true strength.

5 Baseline PCA performance evaluations
In order to show exactly how demanding this dataset is and to provide a potential
benchmark performance results for further algorithms testing and comparisons, we
performed an ad hoc experiment using baseline PCA as face recognition algorithm and
followed the evaluation protocol proposed in Section 4.
5.1 Image preprocessing
We normalized all images from our SCface database following the standard procedure often
described in many face recognition papers. Firstly, all color images were turned to
grayscale. By using eye coordinates information, all images are scaled and rotated so that
the distance between the eyes is always the defined number of pixels (32 in our case) and
the eyes lie on a straight line (head tilt is corrected). Then the image is cropped to 64×64
pixels and masked with an elliptical mask. Two examples of preprocessed images can be
seen in Fig. 8. The eyes are at positions (16,16)—left eye, and (16,48)—right eye. Standard
histogram equalization (Matlab) is done prior to masking, normalizing the pixel values to
[0, 255].
5.2 Experimental design
The experiment performed is set up in a most difficult manner imaginable, but it mimics
what can be expected in real-world face recognition applications: the training set is different
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(c)

Fig. 8 a Original frontal mug shot images; b Standard mask; c Images after preprocessing

than the test set. In other words, training and test sets completely independent (images used
in training will not be used in gallery or probe sets). We will use a totally different database
for training to insure just that. This is why the recognition rates achieved will seem so low.
This kind of setup, although often discussed, is rarely used in research papers, but we feel it
is time to push this research area into a new level.
We will preprocess 501 randomly chosen FERET database images in the same manner
as we preprocessed our database images and we will use those images to train baseline
PCA. PCA algorithm details are well known and are beyond the scope of this paper. They
will not be discussed here and an interested reader is referred to [20]. Gallery and probe
images will be from our SCface database but with no overlap between the two sets
(no images from the gallery are in the probe set and vice versa). By training the PCA with
one image per person (the frontal mug shot) we will also address the small sample size
problem (more dimensions than examples).
After the training, we kept 40% of the eigenvectors with highest eigenvalues, thus
forming 200 dimensional face (sub)space in which the recognition will be done. Using the
fact that once the PCA is trained the distance between any pair of projected images is
constant, we were able to perform virtual experiments. We projected all images from our
database onto the derived 200 dimensional subspace and calculated distance matrix
(distance matrix being the size n x n, where n is the number of images in our database, and
containing the distances between all images). All experiments were then performed on
those matrices by changing the list items in probe and gallery sets and without running the
algorithms again. Distance metric used was the cosine angle (COS).
5.3 Performance results
5.3.1 DayTime experiments
As can be seen from Table 1, the results never exceed 10% recognition rate at rank 1. We
will restrict ourselves to rank 1 results as detailed performance analysis is beyond the
scope of this paper. The results are quite low, ranging from below 1% to about 8%. We
can see that distance from the camera has some influence on performance, but it is not a
straightforward connection. The results at distance 3 are sometimes lower than distance 2
results. This can be explained by the fact that images taken at distance 3 are more of the
top part of the head, thus covering the part of the face normally seen in frontal images.
Since we used mug shot frontal images as gallery, the low results for distance 3 are
expected.
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Table 1 Rank 1 performance
results for DayTime experiments.
Gallery: mug shot frontal images.
Distance metric: cosine angle
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Camera/Distance

Rank 1 recognition rate [%]

cam1_1

2.3

cam1_2
cam1_3

7.7
5.4

cam2_1

3.1

cam2_2

7.7

cam2_3

3.9

cam3_1

1.5

cam3_2

3.9

cam3_3

7.7

cam4_1
cam4_2

0.7
3.9

cam4_3

8.5

cam5_1

1.5

cam5_2

7.7

cam5_3

5.4

5.3.2 NightTime experiments
NightTime experiments can be seen in Table 2. When frontal images are
used as gallery the results are persistent with the DayTime experiments. However, when
night vision mug shots (cam8) were used as gallery we can see some improvements,
although not very impressive ones. All other conclusions from DayTime experiments still
hold.
5.4 Discussion
A question one must ask after seeing such poor results is not how good baseline PCA
algorithm is, but how representative of the entire population is the subset of images used for
training. Since we used a totally different database for training, the results are low as
expected. This is the most difficult experimental setup for any algorithm. Training with
totally different database is just part of the problem. As can be seen at sample images in
Fig. 5, images are quite difficult for a simple straightforward recognition algorithm such as
PCA. The images vary in resolution, pose, illumination, expression, etc. All this makes this
Table 2 Rank 1 performance
results for NightTime experiments.
Gallery: mug shot frontal / night
vision (cam8) images. Distance
metric: cosine angle

Camera/Distance

Rank 1 recognition rate [%]
Gallery: frontal

Gallery: cam8

cam6_1

1.5

1.5

cam6_2

3.1

10.0

cam6_3

3.9

10.0

cam7_1

0.7

1.5

cam7_2

5.4

2.3

cam7_3

4.6

7.0
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dataset an extremely challenging performance testing tool for any algorithm. DayTime and
NightTime (IR night vision imaging) experiment show no significant difference in
performance. Again, this can be expected, as the images from cam6 and cam7 are quite
similar to others (Fig. 5).
As commented before, distance has a large influence on results due to the different
viewing angle at different distances. Besides the angle, image resolution is an important
issue to address as well. Images taken at distance 1 (4.20 m) are 100×75 pixels and only a
portion of that is the actual face. Although, there were some discussions in the literature
before that 19×19 pixels face images are large enough for recognition, this conclusion does
not stand here, probably due to extremely difficult imaging conditions.
Camera quality showed no particular influence since we used cameras with various
qualities for database acquisition, but the results are consistently low across all probe
sets.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we described a database of 4,160 static images of 130 human subjects and the
corresponding proposed testing protocol. Commercially available video surveillance
equipment of varying quality was used for database acquisition. All cameras were placed
as they would be placed in any security system and illumination conditions were
uncontrolled. All this should mimic the real-world conditions as close as possible and
provide researchers a solid (and very difficult) experimental data. Face images in this
database vary in resolution, pose, illumination, expression, etc. This database is not suitable
for exploring each individual problem of face recognition field (such as different
illumination or expression) but is engineered so that all the usual problems come together
in one difficult dataset. By performing a simple baseline PCA on this dataset (using a
separate database for training) we showed that recognition performance is quite low
compared to the usual PCA performance reported for other databases. By making this
database available to all the research community, we hope to encourage the exploration of
yet unsolved face recognition issues, including but not restricted to the uncontrolled indoor
imaging conditions, non-overlapping training and query datasets and small sample size
problem, and recognition from real-life surveillance images. Other algorithms, superior to
simple PCA, are yet to be tested using this database and the proposed protocol, thus
proving their robustness and efficiency. Hopefully, this challenging database will push the
state-of-the-art face recognition to the next level and prompt the researchers to explore a
more difficult set of problems in the future. As can be seen from the PCA results on this
dataset, face recognition (particularly in indoor, real-world conditions) is far from being a
solved issue.
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Appendix
Table 3 Different pose image
labels details

Image label

Head pose

SubjectID_F

F - frontal

SubjectID_L1
SubjectID_L2

L1 - left, 22.5
L2 - left, 45.0

SubjectID_L3

L3 - left, 67.5

SubjectID_L4

L4 - left, 90.0

SubjectID_R1

R1 - right, 22.5

SubjectID_R2

R2 - right, 45.0

SubjectID_R3

R3 - right, 67.5

SubjectID_R4

R4 - right, 90.0

For creating SCface database six surveillance cameras were used, a digital photographer’s
camera, digital video surveillance recorder, personal computer (PC) and other accessories
used for connecting and installing cameras, recorder and a PC.
Surveillance cameras
cam1, cam6–Bosch LTC0495/51
cam2–Shany WTC-8342
cam3–J&S JCC-915D
cam4–Alarmcom VFD400- 12B
cam5, cam7, cam8–Shany MTC-L1438
Digital video surveillance recorder was Digital Sprite 2 from Dedicated Micros. The
Digital Sprite 2 has 16 input video channels, two monitor outputs and LAN connector.
It has 600 GB internal hard disk for storage of video streams from cameras and CD
writer for writing data directly on CDs. It was set up for capturing 2 pictures per
second from each camera, what gives a total of 12 pictures per second. Each picture
size was 40 kB.
Table 4 Surveillance cameras specifications
Type

CCD Type

cam1
Bosch

cam2
Shany

cam3
J&S

cam4
Alarmcom

cam5
Shany

LTC0495/51

WTC-8342

JCC-915D

VFD400-12B

MTC-L1438

1/3″ IT

1/3″ Sony

1/3″ Color

1/3″ IT

1/3″ Sony

597×537

752×582

795×596

Super HAD
Active pixels

Super HAD

752×582

795×596

Resolution

540 TVL

480 TVL

350 TVL

460 TVL

480 TVL

Minimum
illumination

0,24/0,038 lux (IR)

0,15 lux

0,3 lux

1,5 lux

0 lux (IR LED
on at 4 lux)

SNR

> 50 dB

> 50 dB

> 48 dB

46 dB

> 50 dB

Video output

1 Vpp, 75 Ω

1 Vpp, 75 Ω

1 Vpp, 75 Ω

1 Vpp, 75 Ω

1 Vpp, 75 Ω

Comment

IR night vision

dome camera

dome camera

IR night vision
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Mug shot camera
Photographer’s camera was Canon EOS 10D model with 22.7×15.1 mm CMOS sensor,
with 6.3 mega pixels, equipped with Sigma 18–50 mm F3.5–5.6 DC lenses and Sigma EF
500 DG Super flash.
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